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INTRODUCTION 
The type 1 afftne Lie algebras form an important class of inlinite- 
dimensional Kac-Moody Lie algebras [6, 191. For a simple Lie algebra L, 
the corresponding type 1 affine algebra L”’ is defined as the algebra 
associated with the extended Cartan matrix of L. It is known [6, 191 that 
L”’ is isomorphic to a one-dimensional central extension of the complex Lie 
algebra 2 = L Oc G [t, t-‘I. 
Recently a number of interesting connections of afftne Lie algebras with 
combinatorial identities (for example, see [2, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14-16, 211) have 
been established. It has been observed by Lepowsky and Milne [ 121 that the 
product sides of the two classical Rogers-Ramanujan identities (cf. [I]) 
differ by a certain simple factor from the principally specialized characters 
of certain standard modules for the affine Lie algebra ,\I’. Lepowsky and 
Wilson [ 131 have found a concrete realization of A:” in terms of a “vertex 
operator” acting on a certain polynomial algebra in infinitely many 
variables. This realization is based on the discovery of a certain “infinite 
Heisenberg subalgebra” a of A I” under which the basic A I”-module remains 
irreducible. In [ 14, 161 they have utilized this construction of A I” to give a 
Lie theoretic interpretation and proof of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities. 
In [8] Kac et al. have generalized the construction in [ 131 to give an 
explicit unified construction of the basic representations for all the affine Lie 
algebras of ADE type. Other constructions of the basic representations for 
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these algebras have also been found (for example, see [3,4,22]). More 
recently, starting from the viewpoint in [8], Lepowsky and Wilson [ 151 have 
introduced certain new algebras ZV which centralize the action of the “prin- 
cipal Heisenberg subalgebra” of an arbitrary afftne Lie algebra L on a 
highest weight L-module I’. In [17] they have developed the representation 
theory of the algebra Zr, in considerable detail for all affine Lie algebras. 
Furthermore, they have used the algebra 8, for the affine Lie algebra A I” to 
give another proof of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities. 
In the present paper, we use the -Z; algebras, introduced by Lepowsky and 
Wilson, for the affine Lie algebra A;’ to study the structure of some 
standard modules. In particular, we give explicit constructions of all the level 
two standard modules for A $” and A il) We are thankful to J. Lepowsky and . 
R. L. Wilson for communicating their ideas (see also [ 171) which have 
enabled us to give a new proof of the classical Rogers-Ramanujan identities 
using the standard modules of level two for A:“. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A = [Aij] f,j=o be a Euclidean generalized Cartan matrix (GCM) 
[ 6, 19]-i.e., one listed in Table I, 2, or 3 of [S]. Let the corresponding 
Euclidean Kac-Moody Lie algebra L = L(A) over the field of complex 
numbers C (said to be of type 1, 2, or 3, respectively) have canonical 
generators e,, fi, hi, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 1. These Euclidean Lie algebras are exten- 
sively studied in [6, 8, 201. Note that if A is a Euclidean GCM then so is its 
transpose A ‘. The corresponding Euclidean Lie algebra L ” = L(A ‘) is called 
the transpose Lie algebra of L = L(A). 
Define a L-gradation of L, called the principal gradation, by the 
conditions deg e, = -deg fi = 1, deg hi = 0, i = 0, 1,2 ,..., 1. Let z (normalized 
as in [8]) span the center of L, and let rr: L --t L/Cz denote the canonical 
map. Set 
I 
e=Cei and s = 7C-‘(7r(L)y, 
i=O 
where the superscript denotes centralizer. As in [8], denote by b,, b,, b, ,... 
the sequence 
m!” + dh(‘). 
J 9 
j= 1,2,3 ,..., 1; d = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,... 
arranged in nondecreasing order. Here Y denotes the type of the Euclidean 
Lie algebra and the positive integers h(‘) and my’, m:“,..., mj” are the 
generalized Coxeter numbers and exponents listed in Table E, of [8]. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. [8, 131. The algebra 4 is a (principally) graded 
Heisenberg subalgebra of L with basis {z, pi, qi 1 i = 1,2,3,...}, where 
[Pi, Pjl = O = [Si, 4jl; 1 Pi3 4jl = 6ijz 
for all i, j = 1, 2, 3 ,..., and deg z = 0, deg pi = bi = -degqi, for all 
i = 1, 2,... , 
The subalgebra s is called the principal Heisenberg subalgebra of L. 
The principal gradation of L induces in the natural way a gradation 
U(L) = aiGz Ui of the universal enveloping algebra of L. An L-module is 
said to be of level k E C if z acts as the scalar k on it. Denote by Vk the 
category of L-modules Y of level k with a nonpositive integer grading 
V = ojGO Vj such that each Vj is finite-dimensional and Ui . Vi E Vi+ j for 
all i, j E Z (taking Vj = (0) for j > 0). 
A highest weight vector in an L-module is a nonzero vector annihilated by 
e,, e, ,..., e, and whose span is preserved by h,, h, ,..., h,. Let V be a graded 
highest weight L-module, i.e., an L-module generated by a highest weight 
vector, say, v,,, such that the sum CjGO V. where Vj = Uj . v,,, is direct. This J, 
defines the principal gradation of V. If k E C is the level of V, then clearly 
VE gk. The standard L-modules, i.e., the irreducible L-modules with 
dominant highest weight [7], are graded highest weight modules. 
Furthermore, for a fixed highest weight the standard L-module is uniquely 
(up to equivalence) determined (cf. [lo]). 
For a nonpositively graded vector space W= @j>O Wej, with dim Wej 
finite for each j, define the character of W to be the formal power series 
x(W) = C (dim W-j) qj 
J>O 
in the indeterminate q. Let W be a graded subspace of a module V in 
g---i.e., W = aj,, W-j, where WPj= Wn Vej. If Y is a graded subspace 
of W, then W/Y has an obvious gradation. In particular, x( IV) and x( W/Y) 
are defined. Characters associated with the principal gradation of a graded 
highest weight module are called principally specialized characters (cf. [ 121). 
Denote by s + the subalgebra @j>o sj of s and by p the subalgebra 
Cz @ s+. For k E C*, let C, denote the one-dimensional p-module on which 
z acts as k and s+ acts as zero. The induced s-module iWk = U(s) OUcP) C, is 
irreducible. For V E gk, denote by n(v) (or by 8, if there is no confusion) 
its vacuum space 
Q(v)= {VE v15+. v=O}, 
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f: Vs) O”(# n( q -+ v 
u@w+u.w 
(u E W5), w E w9> is a well-defined e-module map. 
PROPOSITION 1.2 (cf. [ 151). Suppose that k E C *. Then the map f is an 
s-module isomorphism. In particular, 
XV) = F. xMV)v 
where 
F= n (1 -q*j)-‘. 
01 
Let a,, a, ,..., a, be the simple roots for L. Let .d be the ring 
d = if [[4-a,>, 4--a,),..., @-a,)]] 
of formal power series in analytically independent variables 
4--a&..., e(-al). The expression e(e) is a formal exponential with the 
property e(a + /I) = e(a) e(/3), Let f E &’ and s = (s,,, si ,..., sJ be a sequence 
of positive integers. Define the q-specialization off of type s (or the s- 
specialization of f) to be the formal power series f, in q obtained by 
specializing 
e(-a,) -+ q’f 
for all i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 1. Define 
23 = n (1 - e(-a))m* E J/, 
asA+ 
where A+ denotes the set of positive roots for L and m, is the dimension of 
the a-root space L”. Let FS” denote the corresponding expression for the 
transpose algebra L “. It is known (cf. [lo]) that the principally specialized 
characters x(V) of the standard L-modules V with highest weight A have 
product expansions given by 
xv-l= 
W,) + I,..., A(h,) + 1)-specialization of Q” 
(1, l,..., 1)-specialization of G8” ’ 
(1.1) 
Thus the characters x@(Y)) for these modules have known product 
expansions. 
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Let V be a graded highest weight L-module with highest weight vector uO. 
The e-filtration of V, 
is defined as follows [ 161: For all IE > 0, V,,, is the span of all the 
expressions x, xz ,..., j x . ZIP, j > 0, where each x, E L and at most n of the x, 
lie outside s. Each V,,, is clearly graded. For n > -1, set at”, = 0 n VInl . 
Then each a,,, is graded, and 
O=a,_,,c~n,,,c~n,,,~...~n 
is a filtration of R such that R = U, an,,, . Hence [ 161 we have 
The completion C(L) of L is defined to be the vector space njer Lj. 
Observe that L acts on its completion. 
PROPOSITION 1.3 (cf. [ 151). The completion C(L) contains elements 
pm) = ‘i‘ $“’ 
L 1’ m = 1, 2,..., I 
jeZ 
(subscript denoting homogeneous component) such that L has basis 
{z, pi, qi, Xjrn) ( i > 0; m = 1, 2 ,..., 1; j E Z} 
and such that for certain scalars ,a,+, v,,,~ (m = 1,2,..., I; i > 0), 
[Pi) Jr’“‘] = -&J(m) and [qi, X’“‘] = v&P) 
in C(L). 
Let k E C and V E %Yk, and define the completion C(V) of V to be the 
vector space nj,O , V.. Then L acts on the completion of V, and every 
element of C(L) may be viewed as a linear operator from V to C(V). 
Assume that k E C*. For m = 1,2,..., 1, define the linear operators 
(cf. [ 151): 
where “exp” denotes the formal exponential series, and 
Z$/ = E&&!?m)E$,,, E Hom(V, C(V)). 
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For each j E Z, let 
Ztm’ E End I’ J 
be the homogeneous component of degree j (in the obvious sense) of ZIG’, so 
that 
For k E C * and V E %$, denote by 3, or 3 the subalgebra of End I’ 
generated by 
{Zj”’ 1 j E z, m = 1,2 )...) I}. 
PROPOSITION 1.4 [ 151. (a) The algebra B centralizes the action of 5 
on V. In particular, B preserves Q. 
(b) V is L-irreducible g and only if 9 is X-irreducible. 
Suppose now that V is a graded highest weight module with highest weight 
vector vO. We define the Z-filtration of 0 = Q(V) 
O=~nI-‘l,~[r”lcn[‘lc...ca - - 
by the condition that for all n > 0, at”’ is the span of all the elements 
x1x2 .-exi.vo, O<i<n, where each x, is one of the Zjm) (jEZ, 
m = I) 2 ,...) I). 
PROPOSITION 1.5 [15]. The %-Jltration of f2 coincides with the C+ 
filtration of Q, i.e., R In1 = Q, I for all n > 0. In particular, R = B . vo, and n 
from (1.2) we have 
x(.0) = r ~(R’“‘/R[“-“). 
n>0 
2. THE STANDARD MODULES FOR A:) 
Now we specialize to the case L = A,, . (l) Let V be a graded highest weight 
AL”-module of level k E C * generated by the highest weight vector vo. It is 
known [8] that for A:‘, 
my = j, j = 1, 2,..., n; h”’ = n + I 
so that the sequence {bj} becomes 
{j>O]jfOmod(n+ l)}. 
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Set 
Pi = pi,, Qi = 4iJ> for all i>O, ifOmod(n+ l), 
where i’ is defined by i = bi,. Then as in Proposition 1.3, the completion of 
A (I) contains elements n 
X(m) = y X!” 
L J ’ m = 1, 2,..., n 
jsZ 
(subscript denoting homogeneous component) such that Ah” has basis 
{z, Pi, Qi,Xjm) ] i > 0, i & 0 mod(n + l), j E H, m = 1,2 ,..., n} 
and such that for certain scalars ~u6i, vhi (m = 1,2,..., n; i > 0, 
i f 0 mod(n + l)), 
[Pi, p’] = -/.&x’*’ and [ Qi, Xc*‘] = v;,.X(‘? 
In this case, it is known [S] that 
mi 
/pi=- E ) 
( ) 
fi 
&=( &->;l), 
m = 1, 2,..., n, i > 0, i $0 mod(n + l), where E is a primitive (n + 1)st root of 
unity. 
Now, for simplicity, set 
Bi=Pifi, B-i= Qi 4, for all i>O, i&Omod(n+ 1). 
Then it follows from Proposition 1.1 that the principally graded Heisenberg 
subalgebra s of A!,‘) has basis 
{Z, Bi ] i & 0 mod(n + l)} 
with deg Bi = i and [Bi, Bj] = 6i+j,o iz. Furthermore, now the operators 
E&,,,, , m = 1, L., n, are given by the following expressions: 
E&.k, = exp f c ( t (y; l)B**)T 
with t ranges through the positive integers $0 mod(n + 1). 
For an indeterminate [, set 
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and 
q)‘([) = 2 cr’zy 
isZ 
These are formal Laurent series in t; with coefficients in End V. Note that 
q”(c> = Gn,k)(C) XcmYc) J%,k,(r) (2.1) 
and by definition d is the subalgebra of End V generated by {Zj”’ 1 i E Z, 
m = 1, 2 ,..., n}. 
From the definitions and Proposition 1.3 it easily follows that: 
LEMMA 2.1. For if 0 mod(n + 1) and m = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
pi, X’“‘(l;)] = (Emi - 1) ~-Q?‘(C). 
For an indeterminate C, we have used, and will continue to use, standard 
formal power series notation for the log series, the exponential series, and the 
binomial series. Using the fact that E is a primitive (n + l)st root of unity the 
following lemma can be easily proved. 
LEMMA 2.2. For an indeterminate <, and I, m = 1,2 ,..., n, we have 
x (1 - emL)( 1 - s”) t;‘/t = In 
i 
(1 - Ern[)( 1 - E’Q 
I I (1 - <)(l - .sm+Q ’ 
where t ranges through the positive integers &O mod(n + 1). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let cl, & be two commuting indeterminates. Then on a 
graded highest weight A!,‘)-module of level r E C*, we have for m, 
I = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(a> XcmYCl) E;,kj(CZ) = E;,k&) X(“YMW; 4 1; 6 3 C2))-1y 
(b) E&,k,(CJ ~cf)(C,) = X(‘)(L) E,Lk&WYk m, 1; L 7 CJ- ‘, 
(4 E&,k&) E;,kjG) = E;,k)(C2) J%,~,(MW; mT 1; Cl 9 Wkv 
so in particular, when r = k we have 
P(k; m, 1; cl, &) = (1 - ~‘-~~)“~(l - c)l’k(l - ~~~~)-“~(l - E’[)-“~. 
ProoJ: In this proof, the indices s and t will always range through the 
positive integers $0 mod(n + 1). 
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Using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we get 
or 
Therefore, 
X(m’(cJ Jq.k)(L) = x(mYL) exp (F (G) C;‘B t) 
This proves (a). In a similar way (b) can be proved. To prove (c) observe 
that on a level r module z acts as multiplication by r. Now using the 
Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula [S] it easily follows that 
= -%k)(L) Gn,k, (C,)(P(k m, k i,, L)Yk. I 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let cl, C& be two commuting indeterminate.% Then for m, 
I= 1, 2 ,..., n, we have 
P(k; m, 1; 4, , L) Z$)YC,) Z$$,) ~ P(k L m; L, Cl) ZI%L) zjX1) 
= E&,&) EU,k)(r2)[X(m)(r,),X(*)(i2)1 E&,k)(cl) i;.k)(CI), (2-2) 
where P(k; m, 1; <,, &) is as defined in Lemma 2.3. 1 
The coefficients of Zjkm,)(cl) Z$$([,) and Z$(c,) Z$$)(c,) on the left-hand 
side of (2.2) are to be understood as formal power series in i;,/C, and &/c,. 
Now to simplify the right-hand side of (2.2) we look at the concrete 
realization of the afflne Lie algebra An . (I) It is well known 16, 191 that Ai” is 
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a one-dimensional central extension of el(n + 1, C) Oc Cc [t, t- ‘1, where 
Cc [t, t-l] is the commutative algebra of finite Laurent series in the indeter- 
minate t. Thus A:’ is isomorphic to sl(n + 1, C)^ = el(n + 1, C) 0 
C [t, t - ‘1 @ Cz (where we again denote the central element by z), and the 
bracket operation in sl(n + 1, C)^ is given by 
[X @ t’, Y @ tj] = [X, y] @ t’+j + iSi,-jZ tr(xy)/(n + 1) 
for all x,y E sl(n + l), C). 
It is known [8] that for m = 1,2 ,..., n and i, j E Z, j * 0 mod(n + l), 
X!‘“’ = D”E’ @ t’ I and Bj = E’ @ t’, 
where D = diag(s, E’,..., a”, a”+’ = 1) and E = (6ci+ l)‘,j)~,j=o E d(n + 1, C) 
((i + 1)’ denotes (i + 1) reduced mod(n + 1)). The following lemma can 
easily be proved by direct computation. 
LEMMA 2.5. For i, m = 1, 2 ,..., n, we have 
[Dm, E’] = (1 - smi) D”‘E’ 
so that, for m, 1, i, j = 1, 2,..., n, we get 
[DmEi, DlEj] = (Eli _ @) Dm+lEi+j. 
LEMMA 2.6. For all i, j E Z and m, 1 = 1,2 ,..., n, 
(,p - pj) x;yj’o ‘, for(m+Z)#(n+ I), 
iZ&“di+j,o, for (i + j) = 0 mod(n + 1) 
[Xj”‘, Xj”] = and(m+Z)=(n+ l), 
(di - Pj) Bi+j, for (i + j) f 0 mod(n + 1) 
and(m+l)=(n+ l), 
where (m + 1)’ denotes (m + 2) reduced mod@ + 1). 
ProoJ Using Lemma 2.5 
[xim), X,c”] = [DmEi @ t’, D’E’ @ c’] 
= [DmEi, D’Ej] @ titi + idi,-jz tr(D’“E’D’E’)/(n + 1) 
= (,$i _ pj) Dm+‘Ei+j@ $+j + idi,-jz,$i tr(Dm”Ei’j)/(n + 1). 
Hence the lemma follows. 1 
For an indeterminate C, define 
&Cl = c r;j and 
ieE 
D&l;) = (if) J(C). 
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It is easy to check that: 
LEMMA 2.7. For all f E C[[, [-‘I 
(4 @Jf(lJ = @)fU), 
(b) 3t;>f(C> = ~4-)f(l) - &Of’(l), 
where f ‘( 1) denotes the formal derivative off with respect to [ evaluated at 
<= 1. 
For an indeterminate [ define the operator 
B(C)= K- 
i*Cln&i(n+l) 
riBi. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let c,, 5, be two commuting indeterminates. For m, 
1= 1, 2 ,..., n, we have 
6(&y) Pm+‘)’ ([*) - 8(& -“() X(m+y&m(*), 
[Xcm)(cl>, ~%)I = 
for m+l#n+ 1, 
zD&‘C) + ~(~‘W(CJ - W’WI~ 
for m+l=n+ 1, 
where [ denotes (cl/&) and (m + I)’ denotes (m + I) reduced module (n + 1). 
Proof. When m + I # n + 1, using Lemma 2.6 we get 
When m + I = n + 1, using Lemma 2.6 we get 
= 1 rfc’,ize” + x (f[jZ(di - emi) Bi+j 
itj=O itjfmod(n+ 1) 
=z r i(e’[)’ + 
i’Tm 
C (EQi(c:Bt - &mtc:Bt) 
isZ 
t&Omod(n+l) 
= zDB(dC) + 8(e’C)(B(Cz) - W’W). 1 
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By direct computation it can easily be proved that: 
LEMMA 2.9. Let c be an indeterminate. For m, I = 1, 2, 3 ,..., n we have 
(4 E&,&-t) E&dC) = E&+,,dC), 
(b) E&,,&“C) E,ho(C) = E:,,,,,, (&mo 
In particular, when m + I = n + 1 (since E”” = 1) we have 
(cl E,%d~ -‘C) E,:,,,(C) = 1. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let V E 5$, k E G*. Let [, , & be two commuting 
indeterminates. Then for m, I= 1, 2, 3 ,..., n, we have 
Zig,‘“’ s (&‘Cy’ - z~~,+“‘(dyJ t: (&Ci)j, 
jcZ jeZ 
for m+l#n+l, (2.3) 
where < denotes (Cl/&) and P(k; m, 1; C,, 5,) is as defined in Lemma 2.3. 
(Note that (2.3) is the generating function for an infinite system of iden- 
tities, each of them involving formal sums of endomorphisms of V. These 
formal sums are well-defined endomorphisms of V since the grading of V is 
truncated from above.) 
Proof: When m + I= n + 1, using Lemmas 2.7, 2.9 and Proposition 2.8, 
we have 
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since z acts on V as multiplication by k. When m + 1# n + 1, again using 
Lemmas 2.7, 2.9 and Proposition 2.8, we have 
E&&d E&)(~:)[X(‘%h X”‘Kz)l %n,&) %&) 
= @‘iI E&,&J EN,&) X’m+“‘(C,) E:m,diJ E:,,/&) 
- B(E-“X) E&&l) E,&)(L) X(m+i)‘(&mid E&,&r) J%&z) 
= B(~‘1;)E~+,,k)(r2)X(~+‘)‘(i~)E:m+r,k)(rz) 
- Ij(~-~r)E(,+,,k)(~~‘r*) X(m+‘)‘(&m~~)E:m+r,~,(&m~z) 
= x (&yq)+‘) ‘(I&) - c (&-“cyz~~)+“‘(&y*). 
.ieH jeE 
Hence the theorem follows from Lemma 2.4. 1 
Now equating coefftcients of all the monomials <ii”,, r, s E Z, on both 
sides of (2.3), Theorem 2.10 can be reformulated as follows: 
THEOREM 2.11. For two commuting indeterminates C, and &, define the 
numbers 1 = aO, a,, a2 ,... by the expansion 
where P(k; m, 1; [, , [,) is defined in Lemma 2.3. Then on V, for all r, s E Z, 
and m, I= 1, 2, 3 ,..., n, we have 
for m+l=n+ 1, 
= {(E”-P)Z$~“‘, for m+f#n+ 1. (2.4) 
From now on the identities (2.3) (or equivalently (2.4)) will be called the 
generalized commutator identities for A:‘. 
Now we proceed to find another set of identities in the special case when 
V is a standard A:*‘- module of level two. For i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, let hi* be the 
dominant integral weight defined by the conditions 
h:(5) = d,, for j = 0, l,..., n. 
Let V,: denote the standard A:‘-module with highest weight hi*. Then 
Vhf @ eh,f is a A:‘- module of level two with highest weight hT -I- hi*. Let V 
denote the submodule of V,: @ V,! generated by the tensor product of 
highest weight vectors. Clearly V is’ the standard A:‘-module of level two 
with highest weight vector h: + h,?. 
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It is known [8] that on the fundamental module Vhf we have 
~(YO = c~)(E,.l,(n)-l(E:,.,)(~~)-l 
for m = 1, 2, 3 ,..., IZ (6 an indeterminate), where 
c.) = cU+ l)m/(Em _ 11, 
(2.5) 
But from the definitions it easily follows that, for m = 1, 2, 3,..., n, 
&trz,,,(W = b%,*,(W2 = b%l,*)wm~))2~ (2.6) 
where (-m) denotes the inverse of m in the additive group Z,, + ,). 
LEMMA 2.12. Let [ be an indeterminate. Then on the level two module 
V,, @ V,,: (hence on the standard module V) we have I I 
Z$y[) = -& m(i+j+ l)~;~rn)(~-rn{) 
for m = 1, 2, 3 ,..., n. 
ProoJ Let v @ w E V,: @ V,:. Then by using (2.5) and (2.6) we have 
I 
z:;;‘(m 0 w> 
= G%l,2,(~) Jfcm)(r) qn,2,mv 0 w> 
= 4&2)(C) J9%) qn,,m 0 Gn,z,(~) Gn,2,m 
+ qwz,2,(r) qn,2,(Ch 0 qn,2)(0 XcmYr) qk2,(C)w 
= [C~‘E~-m,2)(&-mr)E:-m,2)(&-mr)OE~,2,(r>E:,,2,(r) 
+ &fqn,,,(~)~:,,,,(~) oE~-,,*,(&-mr)E:-m,2)(&-mr)l(V 0 w>* 
Similarly, 
Z;p(& -“[)(v @ w) 
= [~(i!,&i,,,,(t;P:,,,,(C) 0 E~-m,2WY)E:-,, z,@-“Cl 
+ c’j’~,m,2)(~-~r)E:-rn,2) (6 -‘?J 0 E&z,(C) E:m,2,(W 0 w>. 
Hence the lemma follows. I 
It can easily be checked by direct computation that: 
LEMMA 2.13. Let c be an indeterminate and E be a primitive (n + 1)st 
root of unity. For m, I= 1, 2, 3 ,..., n, we have 
(a) (1 -~'c)-' +(1--E-'[-')-' = 1 + B(E'[), 
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(b) ifm+IfOmod(n+ 1) then 
(1-E ‘-“Ml + r> 
(1 - &Q(l -&Cm<) 
=1+(1--E *+‘)-’ ) (1 -&) 
(1 + &I)(1 -Em) + (1 + &“)(I -E’) 
i (l-EErn<) * 
Hence we have: 
COROLLARY 2.14. Under the above hypotheses, for m+lf 
0 mod(n + l), we have 
(1-E ‘-“{)(l + C) (1 - P-y)(l + r-‘) 
(1 - &l[)(l - &-m[) + (1 - E”p)(l - E-Y) 
=(1-E m+‘)-l{(l + &l)(l -Em) 8(&y) + (1 t Ern)(l - E’)CqCrnC)}. 
THEOREM 2.15. Let V be the standard A:‘-module of level two with 
highest weight h: t h;. 
Let [, , C2 be two commuting indetermines. Then for m, I= 1,2 ,..., n, we 
have 
(E” - I)-‘(&’ - 1)-l 
I 
(El t I)(&* - 1) z;yj+‘)‘([,) c (E’LgS 
SEZ 
+ (El - l)(Ern t 1) Z(,) (*+‘)‘(&*Q c (&-m[)s 
saz 
= l formtl#n+l andm#l; 
(&I + 1)(&l - 1)-l 
! 
z;;f”(&) c (&Q + z$f” (E1l;J c (E-Q 
SEZ SEL I 
+ 4&‘(‘+j+‘)(~’ - l)-’ c c, for m t If n t 1 and m = 1; 
ssz 
for m t l# n t 1 and m = 1; (2.7) 
where [ denotes (C1/C2), 
Q<m, 1; C,, Z;,) = (1 t 5,/C2N - LIWIW; m 1; Cl, I;,) 
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and P(2; m, 1; Cl, [,) is as deBned in Lemma 2.3. (Formula (2.7) is to be 
interpreted in a similar way as formula (2.3).) 
ProoJ Recall that VC Vhf @ Vhf. Let v @ w E Vhf @ V,,!. As in the 
proof of Lemma 2.12, we have ’ ’ 
I I 
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A= Cl-& ‘-“i)(l + 0 (1 --E “3-‘)(l + i-‘) 
(1 -E’()(l -&py) + (1 -Emi-‘)@ -e-‘i-l)’ 
When m + I# n + 1, by Corollary 2.14 
A = (1 - &m+‘))‘{(l + &‘)(l -Em) S(&Q + (1 + Ern)(l -&‘) f3(&Km[)}. 
In the case when m+l=n+ 1 and m=l, we have s/=-l. So in this case 
Hence, using Lemmas 2.7 and 2.9 and simplifying the right-hand side of 
(2.8) the theorem follows. I 
Define the numbers 1 = b,(m, I), b,(m, Z), b,(m, l),... by the expansion 
(l--E ‘-mc)“*(l - 4))“‘(1 - &‘[)-“‘(1 - &K”[))“‘(l + [) = 2 bj(rn, 1) [j, 
j>O 
(2.9) 
where [ is an indeterminate. Observe that in general the numbers bj(m, 1) are 
not symmetric with respect to m and 1. Now equating coefficients of all the 
monomials t;;[i, r, s E Z, on both sides of (2.7), Theorem 2.15 can be refor- 
mulated as follows: 
THEOREM 2.16. Let V be the standard A:‘-module of level two with 
highest weight hjk + h;. Then on V, for all r, s E L, we have 
c (bj(m, 1) Z~‘!m_3Z~~j + bj(m, 1) Zi!,Z$>) = 
il0 
(Em - 1)-1(&l - l)-‘[{(&l + l)(Ern - 1) P + (E’ - l)(Ern + 1) P} z;“,:“’ 
+ 2(&” - 2) & I(i+J+l-r-s)z(m-1) r+s 1, for m+l#n+ 1 and mfl; 
((E’ + l)(&’ - l))‘(E)’ + E’S) zi’:‘,’ + 4&“‘+j+2’(& - 1)-2~r+s,o, 
form+l#n+ 1 and m=l; 
fl(-1>‘+ (-l)‘+jl h+,,o, for m + I= n + 1 and m = 1; (2.10) 
where the numbers bj(m, 1) are given by (2.9). 
From now on the identities in (2.7) (or equivalently in (2.10)) will be 
called the generalized anticommutator identities for the level two standard 
A”‘-modules. n 
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3. STANDARD A:')-MODULES OF LEVEL Two AND 
CLASSICAL ROGERS-RAMANUJAN IDENTITIES 
In this section we will give a new Lie algebraic interpretation and proof of 
the classical Rogers-Ramanujan identities using the level two standard A $l’- 
modules. In the process we will also give concrete constructions of these 
modules. 
Let VO, V, denote the two standard A:“-modules of level two 
corresponding to the highest weights 2/r,* and h$ + h?, respectively. (The 
other level two cases can be treated similarly.) Let fi(V,,) and G(V,) denote 
the vacuum spaces for V, and I’, , respectively. Using (1.1) and 
Proposition 1.2, it can easily be verified that 
x(.n(V,)) = n (1 - q5j-3)-l(1 - q5j-y 
j>l 
x(.n(V,)) = n (1 - q5j-4)-i(1 - q+y. 
j>l 
(3-l) 
The classical Rogers-Ramanujan identities (cf. [ 11) state that: 
,g (l--q 
5j--3)-1(1 _ qX-*)--l = 1 a(~) ql 
I>0 
1,1”-4 
5j-4)~1(1 _ q5j--1)--1 = C b(l) ql, 
I>0 
(3.2) 
where 
a(Z) = number of partitions of I such that the difference between 
any two parts is greater than or equal to 2 and the smallest 
part is at least 2, 
and 
b(Z) = number of partitions of 1 such that the difference between 
any two parts is greater than or equal to 2. 
Note that a(O) = 1 = b(O), since the empty sequence forms the only partition 
of zero. 
As in Section 2, consider V, c Vh; @ V,,* and V, c VhE 0 Vh;. By 
Lemma 2.12 on Vh; 0 V,! (j = 0, 1) we have ’ I 
z$;(c) = (1 + E) &*jZ;:f)(&r), (3.3) 
where E is a primitive cube root of unity. Therefore comparing coefficients of 
r’ in (3.3) we have 
,q*) = (1 + &) E*j+rz;l) (3.4) 
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on v,. @ Vhf, hence on Vi (j= 0, 1). Now using (3.4) it follows from 
Theorgms 2. IO and 2.15 that on Vj (j = 0, 1), for r, s E Z, we have 
,Fo (uj&‘)(z~!jz~:‘j - z;“jz;:‘j) = (E’ - ES)(l + E) &Zj+r+sZ;:)S (3.5) 
and 
jFO bj(1, l)(Z~!jZ~!+!j + zj!!jzF:‘j) 
= f(l - &)(&’ + &S) &*j+r+sZ;:)s - ~&~+‘6,+,,o, (3.6) 
where 
a,=b,(l, l)= 1 
a, = ;( 1 + E) (3.7) 
b,(l, 1) = 4. 
Define the length of the monomial Zj:’ . -. Zjf’ to be n. Consider the index 
set {(ii , i, ,..., i,) 1 ii E E}. Ob serve that (i,, i, ,..., i,) indexes the monomial 
Z!“Z!” . . . 
‘I ‘2 Z(l) Define the partial order <T on Z” as follows: i” * 
(4, &,..., 4) GT U,, j, y-a3 j,) 
if and only if z(i,, i, ,..., i,) <, r(ji, j, ,..., j,), where <P denotes the product 
order and r is defined as follows: 
z(i,, i2,..., i,) = (il + i, + . . + + i,, i, + i, + . . . + i, ,..., i,). 
The set { (iI, i, ,..., i,) 1 n > 0, ij E Z} has a monoid structure 
(4, i, ,-., in> 0 (jl,jZ,...,jm) = (4, h,..., i,,j,,...,.i,) 
defined by juxtaposition. It is clear from the definition that if (il, i, ,..., i,) <, 
(j, , h ,..., j, ) then the set 
{(k 1 ,..., k,) I (i 1 ,..., i,) GT (k, ,..., k,) G (j,, . . . . j,)} 
is finite and 
(i , ,***9 4) 0 W, ,..., k,) GT (j, ,... , j,) 0 (k, ,..., k,) 
(k 1 - U 0 (4 ,..., 4) GT (k, ,..., k,) 0 (j, ,..., j,) 
for all (k, ,..., k,) E Z”. We will say that the monomial Zi:’ -. - Zii’ is higher 
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in the ordering than the monomial Zj:’ - - - Zji’ if (j, ,..., j,) <T (il ,..., i,). 
Also we will say that a finite sum of monomials 
c Cili2. .i”zp;:’ - * * zif’ c 0 
modulo monomials higher in the ordering if 
cc ill*. . .,,z~~‘z~~) * * * zp 
= (linear combination of monomials which are higher than 
the highest monomial occurring in the left-hand side), 
where ci,i2,.. .,i, are some constants. 
THEOREM 3.1. For j = 0, 1, the vacuum space f2( Vi) of the standard 
module Vi with highest weight vector v, is spanned by 
where d, < d, < ... < d, < 0, n > 0, and the dlflerence between any two cfs is 
at least two. Furthermore, for j = 0 we have d,, < -1. 
ProoJ It follows from Proposition 1.5 and (3.3) that for r E Z we have 
.nIrl(Vj) = span{Zj:’ a** Zi,” * V0 ( 0 < II < r, ij E h}. (3.8) 
But it follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that on Vi (hence on Q(V,)), for r, s E h, 
r > s, we have 
Z”‘Zi” = Zj”Zj” + (linear combination of monomials higher in the I 
ordering or shorter in length) (3.9) 
and for modulo monomials which are either higher in the ordering or shorter 
in length we have 
z’l’z”’ z 0 
r 
(I)z:‘)z~:),-z:‘:‘,z:‘)lo 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(i) zyz;:‘, + Zl.:‘[ zy SE 0. (3.12) 
Since 
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if follows from (3.11) and (3.12) that 
z”‘Z$ G 0 r and 
z’l’ z(1) I 0 r+I r (3.13) 
For r > 0, let 
&!P) = {Z$’ * * * zlifl * u. 1 0 < n < r, dl<d*<“‘<d,<O,di+l-di~2}. 
Let us call a monomial Zi:’ a.. Zii’ proper if Z!:’ . .. Zif’ . u0 is in the span 
of S@). Now if possible choose an improper monomial of minimal length in 
32”‘(V). Observe that there can be only finitely many improper monomial 
which are higher in the ordering than this monomial and which fail to 
annihilate ZJ~. Let Zi:’ ..a Zif’ be maximal among these. Now using (3.9), 
(3.10), and (3.13) it follows by induction that the monomial Zi:’ .e’ Zi,:’ is 
proper, which is a contradiction. Hence SCr) spans OtrJ(v) for each I > 0. So 
S spans Q(V). 
To prove the second part of the theorem we know [8] that for j = 0, 
z(1) 
0 ~u0=x~‘4,=(2&/(&-1))U0. (3.14) 
Hence choosing r = 1, s = -1 in (3.6) and using (3.14) we get 
z(l)z(l) 
1 -1. u,=o. 
But since V, is A:” -irreducible it follows from Proposition 1.4(b) that 
Z(l), . v0 = 0. Hence the theorem follows. I 
Now observe that if we can prove that the set S in Theorem 3.1 is a 
linearly independent set, then not only will we get concrete realizations of the 
level two standard modules for A, , (l) but also we will have a new Lie 
algebraic proof of the classical Rogers-Ramanujan identities. 
To achieve this goal we recall that for ZI @ w  E V,,; @ Vh; (j = 0, l), 
m = 1, 2, we have ([ is an indeterminate) 
We define the operators Zi’$‘)(C) and 21%*)(&J by 
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so that 
Moreover, 
and 
z;;;‘(c) = Zgy’(C) + zg7”(c). 
zg;“(<) = (1 + E) &2’Z$i2’(EC) 
zy(t;) = (1 + E) E*jZy(E[). 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
For m, u = 1, 2, let 
where Zjm*“) is the homogeneous component of degree r. Then it follows 
from (3.16) that for each r E Z we have 
g2.1) = (1 + E) c*i+rz;l.*) 
and (3.17) 
zy = (1 + E) E*~+“z;Ll~~ 
By direct computations it can easily be proved that the operators Z$“([) 
(m, u = 1,2) centralize the action of the principal Heisenberg subalgebra s 
on I’,,; @ V,,; (j = 0, 1). In particular the algebra %*, generated by the 
homogeneous components of Zi$“‘(C;) (m, u = 1,2), preserves the vacuum 
space Q(V,,; @ Vhf). Also observe that the algebra generated by the 
homogeneous components of Z,,, cm*u)([) (m, u = 1, 2) and z, act irreducibly on 
I’,,, @ Vh;. Hence Z* acts irreducible on n(V,, 0 I’*;). By Eq. (3.17) we 
ha$e 
J2(Vh; @ I’,,,+) = span{Zi:,Ul’ a-- ZiiqUn) - no 1 n > 0; U, = 1, 2; i, E Z}, (3.18) 
where v,, is a highest weight vector of Vh;@ Vhf (cf. Proposition 1.5). From 
Proposition 1.2 it follows that 
J 
= n (1 -qi)-’ 
i>O 
i #O(mod 3) 
(3.19) 
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F=X(V,;)=X(Y,;)= n (1 -d-‘* 
i>O 
i &O(mod 3) 
But we know (cf. [ 11) 
(1 - qi)- 1 = c c(l)q[, 
i>O l>O 
i fO(mod 3) 
(3.20) 
where 
c(Z) = number of partitions of 1 in which each part 
appears at most twice. 
For convenience, in the rest of this section we will denote the operators 
Z$,‘([), ZL”, Z$;“‘([), and ZjlV”) (u = L2) by Z(C), Z,, ZYC), and Z:, 
respectively. 
~RoPoslTroN 3.2. Let cl, c!$ be two commuting indeterminates. Then on 
the module Vh; 0 V,,: (j = 0, 1) we have I 
(1 + r + c2)1’2 
(1-C) Z’(~)Z1(~)-(‘+i-‘+T’)‘/2Z’(~)Z’(~)=0 (3.21) I 2 (1 - r’) 2 1 
(1 + 0 
WJ Z'(C2) + 
(1 + c-7 
(1 + 4 + r*y* 
(1 + (-1 + r-2)1,2 Z'(C2) W,) 
= (&*j+ '/'(E - 1)) [ Z'W,) zz WJ + z*@‘i2) gz @*C)‘] (3.22) 
and 
(1 +o WI) Z’(t;*) + (1 + cr’) (1 + c + c*p* (1 + c-, + p)1/2 Z'(C2) ad 
= -(f) g+ l c r’, (3.23) 
rsz 
where [ denotes ([r/t;,). The identities (3.21), (3.22), and (3.23) are well 
defined since the grading of Vh; @ V,,: is truncated from above. 
Proo_f: Let v @ w  E Vh; @ Vhf. bsing Lemma 2.3 it follows from the 
definitions that J 
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(1 +l+C) = 
(1-C) 
(-$+‘/3)(E~,2)(~~rl)E~,2)(r2)E:2,2)(&~r,)E:1,2)(r2) 
Thus 
0 E;,&J E&j(&2CJ E:,,,,(r,)E:,,,,(~~r,))(u @ “‘1. 
= 0, 
which proves (3.21). To prove (3.22) and (3.23), using Lemma 2.7 and 
Corollary 2.14, we now have 
L 
(1 +C) 
(1 + c + c2y2 Z’ci,) Z’(C2) + 
(1 + Lr’) 
(1 + r-’ + r-2)1’2 
Z’(C,) Z’(C,) 1 (u 0 w> 
= (--E/3)(W) + ~(~20)(~,.2,(~2r,) J%,2)(E2C2) E:2,2dE2CJ E:2,2,(&2r2) 
0 E,,,,(~,)E,,,,(~,)E:,,,,(~,)E:,,~,(~,))(u 0 w> 
= (--E/~)[W) ~%,2#2) E:1,2W2) 0 ~%,2dC2) E:2,2dC2) 
+ 4~~5) E(i,&‘L) E:~.~,(E~C,) 0 E~,2)(~r2)E:2,2)(~r2)1(~ 0 w> 
= (E2j+‘/(E - l))[B(EC) Z2(ErJ + B(E2C) z2(&21;J3(u 0 w) 
and 
L 
(1 1-C) W,) Z2K2) + (1 + c-7 
(1 + r + r2)“2 (1 + r-’ + r-2)“2 
Z’(C,> Z’(L)] (u 0 w> 
= (--~j+‘/3)[26(r)E~,2)(&‘r,)E~,2)(C~)E:Z,~)(&~rl)E:1,2)(r2) 
0 E&z,(L) E;,~)(E~C~) E:1,2)(rl)E:2,2)(&*r2)l(u @ “‘1 
= (-cj+ ‘/3)[26(C) E&~)(E~L) E,,2,(r2)E:,,*,(&“r2)E:,,,,(r,) 
0 E,,,,(L) E,$,~)(E~L) E:1,2,(~z)E:2,2,(&‘~z)l(v @ ~“1 
= (-&j+ l/3) 26([)(u 0 w) 
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since 
E:,,,,@*r*) E:1.2#2) = 1. 
Hence the proposition follows. # 
For an indeterminate [, let the numbers 1 = cO, c, , c2 ,... be defined by 
(1 + r + C’>“‘/( 1 - C) = x c,r”. (3.24) 
U>O 
Note that c, = 3 and observe that 
(l-tJy(l +r+c*y*= x b,(l, l)i”, 
u>o 
where b,(l, 1) are defined by (2.9). Now equating coefficients of all the 
monomials CT<; (r, s E Z) on both sides of (3.21), (3.22), and (3.23), 
Proposition 3.2 can be reformulated as follows: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. 
we have 
Let v @ w E V,,; @ Vhf, j = 0, 1. Then for all r, s E Z 
I 
c GLz:+u - z~-uz:+u)(v 0 w) = 0 (3.25) 
U>O 
c u19 w:-,z;+, + z;-,z:+,)(v 0 w) 
U>O 
and 
= 6 2j+r+s+‘/(E - l))(Er + ES) z:+Jv 0 w) (3.26) 
y b,(l, w-,zs+, + zs-uz:+u)(v 0 w) 
U>O 
= (-2$+‘/3) dr+s,o(v @ w). (3.27) 
It is important to observe that since the grading of V,,; @ V,: is truncated 
from above the left-hand sides in (3.25), (3.26), and (3.27) are finite sums. 
Therefore, for any (v 0 w) E Vhi @ V,! we can and do compose the two 
identities (3.26) and (3.27) to get, for ail r, s, t E Z, 
mzo 6,(1, l)b,(l, l)[&*“+s+“(l + &f+s+‘)-’ 
. PLZ:+l-s-mz:tm +z:-lcnz:+m+l-A 
+ &*(t+s-l)(l + E~+s-‘)-l{Z:_s_m_rZ:+~z~+, 
+ Gnz:+m-s-Iz:+lll(~ 0 w> 
= GUE - II31 &+t,o(v 0 WI* (3.28) 
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Choosing r = s and t = 2s (s # 0) in (3.28) we get 
2Zf Zb Zf (v @ w) = (linear combination of monomials of the type 
Zi,Z,!2Zi, with i,, i,, and i, not all equal) (v @ w). 
(3.29) 
Also for r, s E Z, r > s, from (3.25) we have 
Z:Zf(u 0 W) = (linear combination of monomials of the type 
Zi,Zi, with i, < r and i, + i, = r + s)(u @ w). 
(3.30) 
THEOREM 3.4. The vacuum space l2( Vh; @ V,$ (j = 0, 1) of Vh; @ Vh; 
with highest weight vector v,, has the basis 
T= {Z,‘,Z;, -.a Zi’; uO}, 
where i, < i, < . . . <i,<O,r>O,andi,-,<i,. 
Proof. It follows from (3.18) and (3.26) that 
Q’“l(Vh; 0 V,;) = span{Z!,ZiZ ... Zt. 0, 10 < r < n, i, E Z}. 
Hence by applying (3.29) and (3.30) repeatedly we have 
Ol”l(Vhz @ Vhf) = span{Zi,Zi, +.. Zt. u,, E TI 0 < r < n}. 
The fact that T is a basis for Q(Vh; @ VhJ) now follows from (3.19) and 
(3.20). I 
Observe that for any integer t we have t = [t/2] + [(t + 1)/2], where [x] 
denotes the integral part of x. Furthermore, observe that 
I@ + 1)/21 = [@IT if t is even 
and 
[(t + 1Pl = [@I + 1, if t is odd. 
Setting r = [t/2], s = [(t + 1)/2] it follows from (3.25) and (3.26) that for t 
even, 
Zf . (V 0 w) = [2Lj,lZ;1,21Zt(l+ LJ,zl + linear combination of (3.3 1) 
monomials in Zi which are higher in the ordering] (v 0 w) 
and for t odd, 
Zf . (v @ w) = [;lj,lZtr,zlZt(t+ 1j,21 + linear combination of (3.32) 
monomials in ZA which are higher in the ordering](v 0 w) 
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where 
Aj,t = ci-t-l(e _ l)(EIVzl + c[(f+ 1)/21)-1 
is a nonzero scalar. 
THEOREM 3.5. The set S in Theorem 3.1 is a basis for the vacuum space 
Q(V,), j = 0, 1. 
ProojI By Theorem 3.1, the set 
s = 1Zd1Zd2 **a Z,” * vo}, 
where d, < d, < ..a < d, < 0, n > 0, and the difference between any two d’s 
is at least two, spans Q(Vj). Now to prove the independence, consider any 
monomial (Z,,Zds . . . Z,J such that Z,, Zdl . . . Z,” . ZJ, E S. Using (3.15), 
(3.31), and (3.32) we can write 
-G,Zd* *** Zd” * 00 
= nz;,z;,z;*z;* * ** z;.z;, - v, + (monomials higher in the ordering 
or shorter in length) . vo, 
where II is a nonzero scalar, a, = [di/2], bi = [(d, + 1)/2], i = 1,2,..., n. But 
since (d,, 1 -d,) 2 2 and since ai = bi or ai = (bi - l), it is clear that 
(a,, i - ai) > 1 and (bi+, - bi) > 1. This implies that 
where T, as shown in Theorem 3.4, is a basis of Q(V,,, @ I’*;). Therefore the 
monomials in S must be linearly independent. 1 
4. STANDARD A:')-MODULES OF LEVEL Two 
In this section let V,, I’, , and V, denote the three standard A ii’-modules 
of level two corresponding to the highest weights 2h,*, h,* + h:, and 
h,* + hz, respectively. (The other level two cases can be treated similarly.) 
Let Q(V,), Q( Vi), and 52( V2) denote the corresponding vacuum spaces. 
Using (l.l), it easily follows from Proposition 1.2 that 
Xtntvj>) = n (1 -qy, j= 0, 1, 2. (4.1) 
i>O 
i&O, f Cj+ l)(mod 7) 
But Gordon’s generalization of Rogers-Ramanujan identities (cf. [ 11) states 
that 
I-I (1 - qi)-l = C Bj(1) q’, j=o, 1,2, (4.2) 
i>O I>0 
i&O,k(j+ I)(mod7) 
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where B,(Z) = number of partitions of 1 of the form (b,, b2,..., b,), where 
bi - bi+z > 2, and at most j of the bi equal to 1. 
As in Section 2 consider Vj c Vh; @ Vhf, j = 0, 1, 2. By Lemma 2.12, on 
the Level two module vh; 0 I/,:, j = 0, 1,2,‘we have 
J 
Z$,‘([) = -E4(j+ “z;;;(&g 
and (4.3) 
Z$(<) = -& 3(jtl)p(E2g, 
where E is a primitive fifth root of unity. Hence equating the coeffkients of [’ 
in both sides of (4.3) we have 
and 
zy) = -#j+l)+rz(l) 
r 
(4.4) 
~(3)=--E3(~+l)+2rp) 
r r 
on V,,.@V,,l,henceon V,,j=O,1,2. 
Us&g (4<4) it follows from Theorems 2.11 and 2.16 that on Vj 
(j = 0, 1,2), for all r, s E Z, we have the following identities: 
x auP(Z~!!,Z~:)U - z;!!,z~:‘,) = (E’ - es) z$, (4.5) 
U>O 
-i- b,(l, l)(Z:!!,Z&‘, + Zi”,Z::‘,) 
U>O 
= ( 1 =& (6 + ES) zi.:‘, + 4&‘+*(& - l)-%,+,,. (4.6) 
and 
t: (b,(l, 2) Zj.“,Z;:‘u + b,(2, 1) Zl”-‘uZ;:‘,) 
U>O 
= fE2 _ 1)12,$+2-r-sz;ys - E3(j+l)+2r+2s{(E* + 1) E2r + (& + 1)2esj z;:,], 
(4.7) 
where 
a, = 1 = b,(l, 1) = b,(l, 2) = b,(2, 1) 
a, = ((1 + &3)/2) - E4; b,(W) = (~(1 + e3)/2) + 1 
a2 = (7 + 7~ + 6e3)/8; b,(l, 1) = -(2 + E’ + s3)/8 
b,(l, 2) = 1 - E - (e3/2); b,(2, 1) = 1 - e4 - (.9/Z) 
b,(l, 2) = (2 - 5~ + 4~’ -t 8c4)/8 
(W 
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and 
b,(2, 1) = (4 + 8~ + 4~’ - 5e4)/8. 
Observe that the sums on the left-hand sides of (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7), when 
applied to any element of Vj, reduce to finite sums. Hence locally we can 
compose these identities. Thus from (4.5) and (4.6) we get, for r, s E L, 
x 
U>O 
[ jb,(l, l)(E’ -I?“) - (2) (E’ + ES) @I .Zl!!,Zl:‘, 
+ ]b,(l, l)(E’ - ES) + (S) (a’ + ES) qU 1 z:l,zi:‘.] 
= 4&j+2(& - l)y(&’ - ES) 6,+,,, 
and from (4.6) and (4.7) we get, for r, s, t E Z, 
(4.9) 
uzo [b,(l, l){b”(l, 2)(E’ + &“+“>-‘(Z~“,z~“UZ~~~+~ + z~!!“Z:“,+“Z;~,> 
+ b”(2, l)(E’ + ES-U)-l(Zjl),Z~l),+.Z~:), + Zp!-,Z~~,Z~~J,] 
= (linear combination of monomials in Zj” which are 
shorter in length). (4.10) 
Note that the identities in (4.9) and (4.10) are well defined on Vj, hence on 
.n(V,),j= 0, 1,2. 
THEOREM 4.1. The vacuum space 12(Vj) of the standard module Vj, 
j=O,1,2, with h ig es weight vector v. has the basis h t 
B = {Zy,‘Z;:’ a.. Z;l,’ . v,}, 
where d, < d, < ..a <d,<O, n>O, and dk+2 - d, > 2. Furthermore, for 
j= 0, d, < -1; andfor j= 1, d,-, < -1. 
Proof. Using (4.4) and (4.6), it follows from Proposition 1.5 that for 
n > 0, 
Grnl(Vj) = span(Zi:’ ++. Zi,” . v. ) 0 < r ,< n, i, E Z}. (4.11) 
Let v E n( Vj) c Vj be any element. For r, s E 7, r > s, it follows from (4.9) 
that 
@ s+ 1 + &‘) zyzj” . 2, = (cr+l + ES) zj”Z;” . v 
+ (linear combination of monomials in Zj” which are 
higher in the ordering or shorter in length) . v. (4.12) 
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Furthermore, for modulo monomials which are higher in the ordering or 
shorter in length 
zg lz:l)z:y 1 * v = ((E + &-y/2) zyz;j lz:y 1 * v 
zpj 1 zpj 1 zp ~v~((&+&-‘)2/4)Z:‘)Z:‘~,Z:‘~,~v 
zpzy; ,zp * v = ((E + & -‘)/2) zpzpz:1: 1 * v 
(4.13) 
z(I) zyzp * v = ((E + E-774) zyzpz:f: 1 * v. k+l 
Now setting r = s = t = i in (4.10) we observe that the coefficient of 
Zj”Zj’)Zj” is 2&-j, which is nonzero. Setting Y = t = i and s = i + 1 in 
(4.10) and using (4.13) to rearrange the monomials and then collecting the 
coefficients of Z!“Zj”Z!” I ,+ r, we see that this coefficient is (2 - 6’) spi, which 
is nonzero. 
Similarly setting r = i and t = s = i + 1 in (4.10) and using (4.13), we 
notice that the coefficient of Zj”Zj~rZj~, is also nonzero. 
Hence using (4.12), it easily follows from (4.10) that for modulo 
monomials which are higher in the ordering or shorter in length we have 
and 
zjl’z(” z(l) 1+1 I+, * v=o. 
Now by an induction argument (similar to the one in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1), it follows from (4.1 l), (4.12), and (4.14) that for n > 0 
Qrnl(V,) = span{Zir,’ ... Zx’ . v0 E B IO < r < n}. 
Furthermore, for j = 0, we know [8] that 
2E 
z~‘.v,~~~“.v,= - ( 1 E-l vo 
zi*) . v. = xy 
2&l .vo= ~ 
( ) E2- 1 00. 
(4.15) 
Hence setting r = 1 and s = -1 in (4.6) and using (4.8) and (4.15) we get 
pp 
1 -, . v,=o. 
But since V, is A:‘)- irreducible it follows from Proposition 1.4(b) that 
z’l’ 
-, * v,=o. 
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In the case when j = 1, we know [ 81 that 
(4.16) 
Hence in this case choosing Y and s suitable in (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) and 
using (4.8) and (4.16) it can easily be seen that Z(l!Z(l\ 9 u0 = AZ?\ . vO, 
where L is a nonzero scalar. 
Now the fact that B is a basis for LI( Vj), j = 0, 1, 2, follows from (4.1) and 
(4.2). 1 
Thus combining Theorem 4.1 with Proposition 1.2 we have obtained new 
explicit constructions of the level two standard A $“-modules Vj, j = 0, 1, 2. 
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